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Compaction

The Twister ®

Permanently reduces HDPE volumes,
increasing payload capacity by up to 8:1.

Eliminates corrugation, bridges and gaps on
OCC with a compaction ratio of 6:1
minimizing transportation costs.

Destroys material memory, achieving a
compaction rate of 6:1 for PET.

High compaction of light weight bulky
materials significantly reduces transportation
cycles and costs.

Pre-crushed plastic provides significant
downstream benefits by reducing bunker
space requirements, minimizing conveyor time,
increasing bale weights and reducing overall
processing time.
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Recycle Vac Advantage

UnMatched Loading Versatility
Ideal for Urban or Rural Applications

Rapid Collection of Bunkered Materials

Special Features
Proven Technology, Low Maintenance

The Recycle Vac can collect 10 yds3

(7.5 m3) of plastic bottles in less than 3
minutes.   

Roll Carts
Semi-automated cart dumper for
maximized convenience. 

Semi-Automated Hyd-A-Ways
Seamlessly integrates with Hyd-A-Way
recycling depots minimizing loading time
to optimize collection efficiency.

The Twister reduces transfer trips  by converting bulky material into
high density matter that is more efficient to transport.

Integrating the Containment, Collection and Transfer of Waste, Compost and Recyclables.

An innovative collection vehicle that significantly improves payloads of
light weight/bulky materials increasing load efficiency by up to 8 times.Twister

®

Tailgate seal provides a
liquid tight body that
eliminates leachate
spills.

Hydraulic tipping hoist
permits quick unloading
of materials for faster
turn around.

Automatic pressure control
ensures bottles are not over
compacted for ease of sorting. 

Haul-All’s PC10 containers provide the
perfect storage for plastics bottles and easily
integrates with Hyd-A-Way dropoff depots.  

Left or right
side, large 3.5
yrd3 (2.7 m3)
low loading
bucket improves
cycle time.

The optional stand-up cab is ideal for
collecting with the traffic flow while
maintaining a one-person operation.

Bubble tailgate improves material flow
inside body to maximize payload.

Liquid  & powder paint process
achieves a high gloss durable finish.

An efficient, low
maintenance, direct
drive auger with no
slides, guides or rails to
maintain.

Recycle Vac
Simultaneous load and pack action
adds versatility by emptying materials
from all bunker types and sizes.

Body available in 20 yrd3 single axle or
29 yrd3 tandem axle (15 m3 or 22 m3)
capacity sizes.
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